
Geometric Fractal Art: low  
Poly





Collage together another 
“Scene” that displays an 
iconic or famous” thing 
from your destination

Musts

● Must be composed of 
at least 2 or more pics

● Must have a 
Foreground 
middleground and 
background

● Must have a focal point 
that conveys the iconic 
peice

● Must have no WHITE 
SPACE



Merge your 
layers 
together and 
using your 
image 
adjustments 
change the 
coloring to 
match your 
color family 
you choose 
for your 
sticker





Copy merge and paste into a new file in illustrator 



Duplicate your layer and on new layer 
Filter>Filter Gallery> Cutout



Lock all layers and add a new one



Go to your focal area 
and begin 
constructing Line 
geometric shapes ie 
triangles and 
rectangles  to build 
and create the 
shape. Using the pen 
tool and only a stroke

Remember
1. Try to go with 

the direction of 
the object.  

2. All lines must 
touch…. No 
open spaces



Using your selection 
tool select all the geo 
shapes



Choose the Live paint 
tool

Then usitng alt source 
the color and fill in the 
shapes you created with 
the colors behind them 
in the pictures











It is a 
misconception 
that   With low 
poly art all pieces 
have to be small 
and very detailed

This is not true, use 
small clusters areas to 
help give detail to what 
is important but leave 
the general blank and 
fill in next with big 
general geometric 
shapes 



Once the 
IMPORTANT 
AREAS are 
polyied … 
Toggle off the 
layer and add a 
new layer



In  this new layer 
triangle or 
rectangle big 
general shapes 
around “Like” 
colors.



Fill in the shapes ie live paint then toggle on the other layer to reveal your 
completed design!



Now add text.  You need a MAIN text and font 
and subdominant font and text.  This can be 
the Destination name and a slogan or even 
simply numbers like a ESTABLISHMENT date.


